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Book summary 

The Alien Abduction Files 

By Kathleen Marden and Denise Stoner 

 

 

he abduction of humans by extraterrestrial visitors is the most perplexing aspect of UFO 

related phenomena and has, unfortunately, met with a wall of skepticism by many members 

of the scientific community. The problem lies in the failure of skeptics to examine the 

preponderance of evidence. It is easy to attribute abduction phenomena to the imaginings of fantasy 

prone individuals, sleep hallucinations, the misuse of hypnosis, and other psychological explanations. 

In the absence of a piece of alien technology that is clearly extraterrestrial, many scientists have 

turned their backs on what might be the greatest discovery of all time.  

A combined forty-

Kathleen Marden and Denise Stoner, that the evidence is overwhelming. Some accounts of alien 

visitation are real. Kathleen is among other things, the niece of Betty and Barney Hill, whose 1961 

UFO abduction stirred worldwide interest. She is the author of two books with the renowned UFO 

researcher Stanton T. Friedman, M.Sc. Denise takes time from her busy schedule as an abduction 

investigator and administrator to host private meetings for abductees.  

Marden and Stoner present two highly significant cases of multiple abduction that are virtually 

unknown in UFO literature. Yet the information presented is earth shattering and highly 

compelling. Missing time, multiple witnesses, serial abductions, and previously unknown 

information in UFO literature is presented in detail. Despite some misgivi

reaction, Denise Stoner and her husband have decided to finally go public with their story. Jennie, 

whose highly significant multigenerational alien abduction story is told by Kathleen, has still not 

been publicly identified, because the fear of public embarrassment waits in the wings to exert a 

 

In each case, the abduction experiencers were missing from their natural environment following a 

close encounter with an anomalous flying object. Both arrived at their destination hours later than 

anticipated. There was no prosaic explanation for their missing time. There is documented 
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reports. One has undergone psychological evaluations and personality screenings that clearly place 

 

In addition to this, the authors tell the personal stories of several abduction experiencers, who like 

extraterrestrial beings. Most have conscious memories of a close encounter with unconventional craft 

and observing non-human entities prior to an abduction. Sometimes their neighbors have witnessed 

strange lights near some of their homes. When they realized the magnitude of what was occurring in 

their lives, many became fear driven, and certain places, objects, sounds, and lights brought on sharp 

that has disturbed so much of their lives.  

A very important addition to the UFO abduction literature is the data (provided here for the first 

conducted recently by Marden and Stoner. The results indicate that abduction experiencers seem to 

share a number of characteristics and experiences not generally shared by non-abductees who were 

also questioned as a control group.   

Furthermore, the authors have taken the courageous step of discussing the possibility that the 

reported experiences are the result of something other than alien intervention such as out of body 

experiences, psi activity, sleep paralysis, hallucinatory states, personality disorders, dreams, 

confabulation and other explanations put forth by the skeptical UFO community. Now you have a 

chance to travel into that night sky, to go beyond wondering and experience for yourself the reality 

and spirituality of life beyond our world. 
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